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Abstract—The Application of IT is not as popular as other areas at Construction Industry in Taiwan. Since IT can help enterprises to integrate most complex information, we can make big progress in cost, quality and service. Construction Industry has to integrate surveying, planning, design, structural design, shop drawing, contracting, valuation, and so on, we need a good tool help us to handle those complicated tasks to effectively administrate construction projects. In this research, we use ER Modeling and Window programming environment to develop Basic Database System, Construction Site Record System, Daily Report System, and Integrate between CMIS and MS Project. Through the help of these modules, we can record the site information such as labor, equipment and material. This information will be automatically integrated to CMIS system to generate and update project schedule control information. All site information will be transferred to headquarter so administrators can control real situation for the enterprise. Combined with MS Project, we can update and show project schedule so project managers can exactly control the schedule of the project.

Index Terms—Estimate, MS Project, Schedule Control, Site Records.

I. ORIGIN AND OBJECTIVE

At present, the unformatted level of the domestic construction industry is obviously lower than other domestic industries; yet due to active development of information technology over recent years, application of computers is already popular. The construction industry must follow this trend and thus unformatted construction has already been a very important issue to be discussed at present. Since participants in the team of construction management are extensive, the amount of operation procedure is heavy and each operation interlinks with each other; it is a matter very much worth of research on how to execute, connect and compile when the managing team is performing the operation procedure and relevant operation.

Facing such a vast project, the key to success was the schedule control. For the construction industry, if a penalty was applied for schedule delayed under the current state of low profit margin, the profit might be gone, which caused financial loss. Therefore, the project personnel must be very careful during managing control of the schedule. Upon overall control of project schedule, the information needed was very trivial and complicated, where the information depending on manual writing consumes lots of time, mistakes occurred easily and the search of information was difficult. Because of this, many packaged systems of construction management were available in the market, but many were products completely developed domestically and most of them were packaging software technically cooperated with foreign technology to sell in the market. Since the price was expensive and the online threshold was high, which made it difficult to bring out the estimated effect. This has been the main factor of the impossibility to generally carry out electronic construction management.

In view of the above-mentioned current state, this research proposed development of the “Integrate CMIS and MS Project in Construction Schedule Control”. The calculated result of project preliminaries was saved in the system for future operation. In this way, a large amount of repetitive calculation and input could be saved; as well as prevent mistakes caused by human factors during calculation. During integration of the information system to combine with the MS Project for input of daily reports, this research could automatically renew the network. This has made the renewal of the network to be simple and convenient instead of the hassle in the past upon renewal of the network. With the analysis on the practical requirements of the project, the objective of this research was to complete the module of “Integrate CMIS and MS Project in Construction Schedule Control”. The previous construction management information system has been equipped with a basic database module, purchase & contracting module and assessment & costing module. The completion of the schedule control system in this program will expand the functionality.
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II. FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT

The whole system of “Integrate CMIS and MS Project in Construction Schedule Control” included the following items:

1. Establishing a structure of basic information for the system, the work items of database divided into major items, medium items and detail items.
2. Developing a program of budget system, which could automatically produce project budget.
3. Developing a program of purchasing & contracting system, which could automatically select the sub-contractor and execute contracting works.
4. Developing a program of budget review system, which could send out warning message for work item that exceeded the budget. (the above was the progress of 2001)
5. Developing a daily report system for the site to record daily work items, quantity and application of resources such as manpower, equipment and material.
6. Developing a managing system for costing & payment application, which automatically transfers the completed items and quantity of the present period from the daily report system for the site.
7. Developing a managing system of design change to record work items and quantity of each design change of the project.
8. Developing a managing system of project settlement, which controls work items actually completed, cost & revenue and expense of each project (the above-mentioned item 5 to 8 were the progress of research in 2002).
9. Comparing with the MS Project and transfer to corresponding columns in MS Access; so that relevant time, personnel, equipment and material entered into the schedule module can be completely reflected onto the MS Project for schedule management.
10. Developing a healthier daily report of project, which not only records project items, quantity and application of resources such as manpower, equipment & material on site every day, but also automatically transfers manpower, equipment and material into the schedule control system for control of schedule.
11. Developing the schedule control system, which could clearly display schedule, starting the time, finishing time, amount spent of each operation item in the project; as well as convenient search on the condition of project items of the project (the above-mentioned items 9 to 11 were the research progress of this year).

This allows transfer of information (manpower, equipment & material) accessed by CMIS to MS Project for plotting of network. Therefore, this section would discuss the relationships between MS Project, MS Access and CMIS.

A. Mutual Relationships of Database Transformation

From investigation of this research, it was discovered that MS Access acted as the center of database transformation in combination with CMIS (Construction Management Information System) and MS Project (Fig 1). The database of CMIS transformed into MS Access via ODBC (Fig 2), where the MS Project was transferred directly into MS Access. The database of the two transferred between each other via MS Access.

III. DISCUSSION ON RELEVANT RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN MS PROJECT & MS ACCESS

The information integration system of construction management—schedule control module developed by this research needs MS Access as a platform of schedule transformation.
The CMIS recorded manpower, equipment and materials of daily work, where calculation and transformation was made afterwards via MS Access with the date, quantity and amount of work to be done, as well as prompt reflection of project schedule.

This research used the schedule of a construction project for transforming MS Project into MS Access (Fig 3), which allows understanding on name & property of information columns. The property of the database constructed by CMIS needed to be consistent with MS Project, otherwise information entered from CMIS would not be able to transfer to the MS Project successfully and show the project schedule.

Investigation of this research discovered that when information of the MS Project was transferred into MS Access, the name of the column was mission, resource and work distribution (Table 1, 2 and 3) separately. Therefore the CMIS developed in this research must also establish these columns for information transfer.

B. Proportion of value verification from transferring MS Project into MS Access

When this research used a schedule of a construction project for example of transferring an MS Project into MS Access, it was discovered that the value would be different. After an investigation from this research on mission, resource and work distribution, it was discovered that the value of project schedule, work duration and cost had a certain proportional change on the three major columns. In the mission column, the value of the work schedule would be 4800 times the original value in the MS Project; the value of work duration would be 60000 times the original value in MS Project and the value of cost would be 100 times the original value in the MS Project. These were shown as in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database Column</th>
<th>Column Name</th>
<th>Data Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASSN_ACT_START</td>
<td>Act Start Date</td>
<td>DATETIME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSN_ACT_FINISH</td>
<td>Act Finish Date</td>
<td>DATETIME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSN_START_VAR</td>
<td>Start Date Variance</td>
<td>INTEGER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSN_FINISH_VAR</td>
<td>Finish Date Variance</td>
<td>INTEGER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSN_UID</td>
<td>Exclusive Identification Code</td>
<td>INTEGER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSN_START_DATE</td>
<td>Start Date</td>
<td>DATETIME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSN_FINISH_DATE</td>
<td>Finish Date</td>
<td>DATETIME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSN_BASE_START</td>
<td>Comparable Base Start Date</td>
<td>DATETIME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSN_BASE_FINISH</td>
<td>Comparable Base Finish Date</td>
<td>DATETIME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSNUM_LICENSE</td>
<td>License Code</td>
<td>DOUBLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSN_WORK</td>
<td>Work Duration</td>
<td>DOUBLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSN_ACT_WORK</td>
<td>Act Work Duration</td>
<td>DOUBLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSNREM_WORK</td>
<td>Remain Work Duration</td>
<td>DOUBLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASE_BASE_WORK</td>
<td>Comparable Base Work Duration</td>
<td>DOUBLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSNCOST</td>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>DOUBLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSN_ACT_COST</td>
<td>Act Cost</td>
<td>DOUBLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSNREM_COST</td>
<td>Remain Cost</td>
<td>DOUBLE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Correspondence of mission

Since there would be a change of the certain proportion from transformation of MS Project value into MS Access, thus transformation on the value of the work progress, work duration and cost must also follow the multiplication; so that correct transformation into the information value of the MS Project could be made.
IV. DISCUSSION OF DATABASE STRUCTURE

A. Structural Analysis of Database

The structure of the database is the core of the system; once there is a mistake in the structure of the database or an inconsistency in the user’s needs, the mistake will occur in the whole information flow and cause the output of unexpected information. Therefore, drafting a structure for the database that complies with the requirements of systematic functions was the key to the success of the project.

Along with advancing information technology, the database system has developed from the traditional “Relational Database” to an “Object-Oriented Database” (OODB). The OODB has become the mainstream of development of the database managing system. This research used the ER/Studio tool to build an ER Diagram, and then followed this model to plot the information procedure according to the user’s requirement and built an E-R Model (Entity-Relationship Model). After definition of interactive relationships between columns and tables of each information sheet, the actual database was built, i.e. the database of actual relationships (as shown in Fig 4).

After building the ER/Model, the user may use tools provided by the software to transform the structure of the database into Script File (as shown in Fig 5) readable by the normal database managing system. The Database Console is allowed to read the data sheet of the system, columns in each data table, property of each column, as well as the relationship between Primary Key and Foreign Key of each information sheet to build the database of system.

B. Procedure of Daily Site Report

The daily site report recorded work done and various matters that happened on the site every day. Since it was the center for site management, information collected from the site every day after compiling and analysis could derive a report on such matters as cost, schedule and quality.

Since the daily site report recorded things that happened on site every day and the matters to be recorded were numerous, this research classified matters recorded into project information, work personnel, personnel, equipment, material, quantity completed, work location, items of experiment, site journal and information of sheet filling.

The site record not only completed the daily site report; it must be used in cooperation with other sheets, e.g. weather records, work progress records, daily work hour records, equipment usage records, amount of rebar used, amount of concrete pouring, amount of formwork recorded and amount of landfill; which was the best to cooperate with work schedule and project network.

C. Procedure of Data Process on Daily Site Report

Structure of database on daily site report made by this system was shown in Fig 6. The system gathered work items from the basic database first and then transferred into work items of the project, which were integrated as information needed by the work items of the project via daily work system by recording things that happened on site and other relevant information (e.g. database of material analysis, company information). Work items were entered per work location via the structure of building, floor and rooms, where the daily site report was made after daily compiling. However, the data of personnel, equipment and material recorded every day could be automatically transferred to the assessment & costing system and schedule.
control system via the system for convenience of control management.

D. Procedure of Schedule Control

From investigation of this research, it was discovered that the P3 and Project often used by the site at the current stage for schedule control made use of time. However, this could not properly reflect the project schedule while the schedule control system of this research used a monetary amount to control the project schedule.

Schedule control system developed in this research made use of the structure on building, floor and room system. In this way, schedule could be controlled accurately. Firstly, the operation of the system recorded personnel, equipment and material applied via daily site report, where the work location (building, floor, room) was then automatically transferred. Transformation was made by the system into the progress quantity afterwards, where database transformation was made via MS Access for timely reflection of project schedule.

E. Structure of Building, Floor, and Room

This research added the structure of “building → floor → room” in the basic database (as shown in Fig 7) and integrated with the database of work items in the project. Information of work item in the system included work location; if there was a different rate due to different contractors, different parts of this structure could be used to simulate the condition of actual execution. This would allow for more appropriate information management on work items. Moreover, this structure could also be used on the aspect of schedule control for accurate calculation progress on each operation item. Formulas 1 to 3 were the relationships of quantity between “building, floor, room” with each work item:

\[ V_{\text{work items}} = \sum_{i=1}^{n3} V_{\text{building}} \]  
\[ V_{\text{building}} = \sum_{i=1}^{n2} V_{\text{floor}} \]  
\[ V_{\text{floor}} = \sum_{i=1}^{n1} V_{\text{room}} \]  

V. PLANNING OF THE SYSTEM STRUCTURE AND WORK CONTENT

This research completed the basic database, budget system, purchasing & contracting system and fund assessment system with continuance of “establishment of construction information integration system (I) with object-orientated and visualized simulation”; as well as daily site report system, assessment-costing-payment application system, design change system and project settlement system with establishment of construction information integration system (II) with object-orientated and visualized simulation”.

However, this research will expand the functions of the daily site report, which may automatically transform the data of people, equipment and material into the quantity of progress; as well as further develop the schedule control module.
A. Daily Site Report System

The daily site report system developed from this research could clearly record items, quantities and contracting quantity of work items with automatic display every day; as well as automatically transferring accumulated amount of work item for each operation into the schedule control system (Fig 8). The system can even print the daily site report (Fig 9), hence the performance was very powerful.

B. Schedule Control System

From monetary amount of each item in the daily site report, schedule control system developed in this research automatically could calculate, transfer and reveal the result on such schedule control system (Fig 12). Whether it was the actual starting time, monetary amount of work, percentage of completion and actual finishing time of each operation item, calculation could be made automatically and displayed. If this schedule control system is to be combined with the MS Project and display the schedule network, data of this system must then be changed according to the proportion of transformation into the MS Project; so that the schedule network of MS Project can be displayed with no mistake.
VI. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion

During depression of construction industry, it was more important to enhance the self competitiveness. The CMIS developed from this research did not only reduce the manpower and time wastage, but also accurately displayed the project schedule, which was expected to induce a certain level of contribution to the construction industry.

The practical results of this research were as follows:

1). From investigation of this research, the relationships between MS Project and MS Access was understood, which allowed the data of CMIS schedule to be successfully transformed into MS Project for automatic renewal of network.

2). The function of daily site report system was expanded smoothly, which could not only clearly recorded items and quantities worked daily, but also automatically transferred accumulated monetary amount of items worked in each operation into the schedule control system.

3). Whether if it was the actual starting time, monetary amount of work, percentage of completion and actual finishing time, the schedule control system developed in this research could automatically calculate them all and display accordingly.

4). The schedule system was equipped with a search function, thus when the date to be searched was entered, it could display work items on the present day or the day before the present day, as well as information of the preset schedule and content of completed work items, which allowed engineers to search conveniently and control the project schedule.

B. Suggestion

Consequent research in the future suggested by this research included:

1). Integration of all site information for development of financial costing system, which could manage & control project income and expense to increase profit for construction factory.

2). Consideration on loading information of daily site report into 3D motion picture to show schedule of completed work.
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